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(John Cooper)

Firstly, a follow up from last year’s article: - Where can we play with our 
toys (sorry, models!)?
My research into potential flying sites continued through January 2015 and I identified around 15 potential 
sites that, based on what Google Earth showed, seemed to justify a visit to see how reality fitted in with 
theory. It then seemed to be wet every time I had a clear day, hence it wasn’t until late March that I actually 
went for a drive around the potential sites.
In terms of identifying flyable sites the results were good, 11 of the sites were suitable for trimming 
purposes. However, there was a big BUT on most of them, how to access and use the sites. Practical 
problems were: 

1. no car access to anywhere near a potential launch point
2. busy roads on the likely downwind edge of the site
3. proximity to the US air bases in East Anglia
4. Stone curlews – supposedly a bird at risk but East Anglia seems to have lots of sites where access is 

restricted due to them.
Overall I ended up with 2 sites that could be used, but neither was sufficiently good that I’ve been tempted 
to take models.
OK, I got little out of this, but I’d still recommend it as a way to look for local sites that are worth 
investigating.

Glider turbulators – comment and some practical testing.
Ever since I started building gliders with D box wings (the late 1970’s) the conventional wisdom was that you 
needed to have a thread turbulator at about the 6% chord position. Turbulator to be about 0.7mm diameter 
on F1A and 0.5mm on F1H (50lb and 30lb Dacron thread respectively). Conventional wisdom seemed to be 
based upon the CCCP (later the Russian / Ukrainian) flyers using them – and they won most things! I would 
guess that nearly all British flyers fitted turbulators as a matter of course and (like me) never thought of 
trying a model without one.
That some form of turbulation was necessary on such wings appeared to be a given (without it models 
tended to be unstable in anything but flat calm) but I’m not aware of any significant experimentation with 
other forms of turbulation that showed good results in all conditions.
This approach continued until the birth of the LDA (Low Drag Aerofoil) F1As around 2008. Such wings had a 
variety of turbulation methods tried:

1. Nothing
2. Rough top surfaces, either Icarex covering or roughly sprayed paint
3. Lower surface turbulation at between 6 and 12% chord
4. 3D or vertical pin turbulators at around 6% upper surface chord
5. Upper surface turbulation at about the 60% point – about 0.2 to 0.5mm high
6. A combination of several of these approaches together

It’s difficult to say which of these approaches worked best but the majority view seems to be a rough upper 
surface for a ‘rounds’ model and a smooth upper surface for a calm weather fly-off model, with both styles 
having turbulation 5. as above.
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In late 2014 Free Flight Quarterly (an Australian based publication) had an article by 2 Danish F1A flyers 
about practical tests that they had carried out on a variety of different F1As, both ‘normal’ and LDA. The 
testing consisted in measuring launch altitude and sink speed in calm dawn / dusk conditions. One of the 
turbulators that they tested (on several models) was a self adhesive strip in a 3D VVVVVVVVVV pattern, so 
called zig-zag turbulators. The tape is about 0.3mm thick and about 10mm front to back and between 
successive zigs (or zags).
One of the conclusions was that in all tested cases the zig-zag turbulators were at least as good as anything 
else. This prompted me to Google zig-zag turbulators and showed that they are also used, to improve 
performance, on the cowlings of both racing motorcycles and full size gliders.  The tape used by these 
groups is a fraction bigger than that used by the Danish F1A flyers and is commercially available from a 
variety of UK suppliers at about £4 per metre. The tape used by the Danes was produced specifically for 
them and they kindly provided me with a number of lengths in February 2015.
To enable me to test this turbulator I clearly needed a long period of calm / dead weather and 2 near identical 
models (one with ‘normal’ and one with VVVV turbulators). All came good at the end of October and I 
managed a large number of flights with the models, measuring both altitude (using a Hobby King altimeter) 
and total time to the ground. The models had previously been tested and found to have near identical launch 
height and overall glide time. 
This time there was a significant performance difference. The model with the VVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 
turbulator bunted 5 to 6 metres higher and had between 15 and 20 secs greater overall flight time.  The 
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV turbulator equipped model also had a fair number of flights in thermally 
conditions and seemed to cope with such conditions perfectly well.
My conclusion from this testing is that both styles of turbulator are equally as effective as a turbulator, but 
that the ‘normal’ turbulator (50lb Dacron at 6% chord) causes a lot more drag at high (launch speeds). 
Whether you could get similar effects by simply using a very thin (0.3mm) thread turbulator requires further 
testing. In the meantime I have enough tape for 4 more models, so will be converting some over the winter.
No photos of the VVVVVVV tape I’m afraid, it’s transparent and didn’t photograph well.

John Cooper

(Chris Parry)
To be honest I don't really think I have much of interest for anyone to read at the 
moment! I've been waiting on this meeting at Husbands Bosworth, but from what I've 
heard it's full steam ahead until at least 2017. So, I'm about to carry on building a Big 
V, on the original '79 Nats. winners fuselage, and a new Mini V (half built), plus, I'm 
thinking of a rather large Glider. ...The target would be for Big V trimmed and ready 
at the London Gala and the rest for the Nats. I only really like the season from April 
till the end of September, - the large thermal months. Of course I'll be out before then, 
but don't know about the 1st Area. The Mini V squad is ok, so I won't miss the 2nd 
Area.....
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(Brian Lavis)

My News 2015
I’ve just looked back at my last contribution and not much has changed – little success, little remembered and nothing 
much to write about. Most memorable flying events of the year were ballooning in Austria with Gary & Ken and full 
size glider flight at Bicester airfield.

It was a terrible year for weather and together with loss of airfields meant little pleasant flying apart from Lost Hills and 
a few days at Lodge Farm. RDT is just about essential there & I hate flying anywhere without it. I cannot remember 
flying any rubber models in the year; just F1H.

I’ve retained membership of GDMS – just in case and have joined Oxford so that I can use Port Meadow. Membership 
is still not possible at Luffenham.
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 (Brian Lavis) Existing Models
Class Model Fini Flown Just acquired

F1A Stamov short Y Y Just acquired - was Martin Cowley's
Stamov long Y Y Just acquired - was Martin Cowley's

OD CT Y 10
F1B Vivchar Prima Y 10

OD Y 10 Won Weston Cup years  ago
F1G Vivchar fus/prop N N Had for years  - not completed

3 * OD Y 5

F1H bunt Stamov Y Y
Oleg 1 Y Y
Oleg 2 Y N Fuselage just acquired

Vasily 1 Y N Fuselage just acquired, old wings
Vasily 2 Y N My Fus , Vas ily 6 panel wings from DB

2 fuselages Y Y Wings  transferred
F1H CT Sokol Y Y Several comps, some success

3 or 4 OD Y Y Before distracted by bunt
1/2 A Swift Half Y 10 My only power comp in 50 years

OD Y N 20+ years old
MV G Lulu Y 10
MV R Scram 1 Y Y Several comps, some success

Scram 2 Y Y
Gollywock Y Y Some comps, some success
Buckeridge Y Y Don't like it

Senator Y N
Dinahmite Y Y JB had wins  with it

MV P Timide Y N
Lost Leader Y N

Halcyon Y Y JB had wins  with it
Open G 2 * OD ST Y ? Cobbled from old models
Open R 3 * JB Y Y I managed to wreck some of these

Waif N
SLOP Dave Clarkson Y N
P30 Sweet P30 Y Y A little success

Sweet P30 Mod Y Y
E36 Super Pearl N N

Total About 40 models , 10 never flown, 8 not for 5 or more years

New Models
The main additions to the 
collection have been 2 Stamov 
F1As which belonged to Martin 
Cowley, were bought by JC and 
now passed on to me. I’ve had 
just one flight with each and one 
was into a delightful thermal. 
They will go to Lost Hills with 
me next month and I should fly 
my first F1A comp for 10+ 
years. They did fly in the World 
Junior Champs though and 
returned a creditable 
performance in the hands of 
Joseph Gibbs.
I have recently acquired a couple 
of electronic bunt F1H 
fuselages from Gary Madelin. 
They have been fitted with wings 
I already had and used to 
increase my fleet of all different 
F1Hs. I really must get more of 
them trimmed. For light 
entertainment I’ve half-built a 
Caprice and half-built an E36. I 
really must finish them.
All models & M otors
Just to show myself all the 
models I possess and if not 
finished and/or flown I’ve 
looked into all the boxes in the 
shed, the loft and wherever else 
in the house that has been taken 
over. Here they are.....
JB=John Bailey, OD=own 
design, CT=circle tow, 10+ over 
10 years since flown
Fini= construction completed, 
Flown = Yes or how many years 

Nearly every comp flight made in 
recent years
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(Brian Lavis)
Motors No Type Run Used
AM 3.5 1 D Y
DC ? 1 G Y
DC Merlin 1 D Y
Fox? 19 1 G Y In SLOP
K Kestrel 1 D YYY Last used in a Phantom Mite in 1953
Mills 1.3 1 D N Mice got the box
MP Jet 061 1 G N In box
Norvel 15 1 G N In box
OS 10 1 D Y From Dave Brawn
OS 25 1 G Y
PAW 049 4 D Y 3 in MVP, 1 no backplate
PAW 149 1 D Y
TD049 3 G Y 2 in 1/2A
VA 049 2 D Y

(Gary Madelin)
All I can add is an update on the Euro League for F1H- HEC League [ A/1 glider] 
that I have been working hard on with our European chums now for weeks. We have 
finalised the schedule and have 46 confirmed events to fly, three in most countries, 
two in some and others just one. Plus the Finale in Hungary at the end of October. 
But a fab result once again shows the European support for the event and long live 
F1H.

In 2015 we had 233 individual entries again over some 42 or so events. A record that 
the Euro League guys in F1G and F1J are miles off replicating.

I attach the preliminary schedule for you to append to Biggles News. (...Draft version 
below...)

On the Biggles League front, the only date we do not yet have is the Summer event at 
Odiham, but as soon as John Thompson has fixed a date we can add it into the 
League.

Cheers, GM.
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(David Brawn)

Converting Ruyter Trackers to External Battery

Ruyter trackers are a popular alternative to BioTrack with most flyers choosing 
the plug in fishing float battery (BR435) for light weight compared to having an 
external battery version. In recent times comments have been made about the 
quality of the BR435 batteries including supposedly new batteries being flat. 
Also availability of BR435s seems to be less frequent and prices have been 
going up – now in the £1.50 > £3.20 range per battery. And, the capacity is only 
50mAh giving approx 1-2 weeks use in a tracker.

My later Ruyter trackers are all for external battery with a CR2032 battery holder 
soldered onto the tracker leads. This is a bit heavier than the plug-in BR435 but 
the CR2032 has 225mAh capacity which will give up to 8-10 weeks transmitting 
on a lost model. Also as the CR2032 is a widely used lithium disc battery they 
possibly have more consistent manufacturing standards and I have not heard of 
any problems.

Ideally, to convert my BR435 trackers to CR2032, it would be very useful to 
have a plug with leads that fitted the BR435 battery holder. Enquiring at 
Maplins they thought that no such plug existed, with or without leads, so it’s 
across town to Nick Evans’ (son of Ted) Model Shop.  Explaining that I 
wanted to build a BR435 insulated plug from wire and tube we selected ’40 
Thou’ brass wire for the centre –ve contact – I wanted something softer than 
piano wire, a close fit white plastic tube with which to insulate the brass wire, 
then two stepped sizes of aluminium tube that would sleeve over the plastic, 
then over the ali. tube to produce the 4mm diameter of the BR435 battery.

Back in my modelling room I clipped off 1.25 inch lengths of brass wire, 7/8ths 
inch plastic tube and 3/4s inch ali. tubes in each of the two diameters. A smear of 
5 minute epoxy on the brass wire then slide on the white plastic tube leaving 4-
5mm clear, then another smear and slide on the 1st ali. tube, then repeat the smear 
and slide on the 2nd ali tube and leave to set. When set I filed off the excess epoxy 
so my plug fitted easily into the tracker, then simply soldered on leads to a 
CR2032 battery holder.

15 minutes construction time with a cost of £0.61 plastic tube, £2.62 two 
aluminium tubes, £3.45 10 of 12 inches of 40 Thou brass wire; total £6.68. It 
would have been cheaper if I could have bought the 3 inches of brass wire I 
needed by length, but I now have at least 108 inches going spare if you want to 
make up your own BR435 plugs to convert your trackers to external battery.
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(Roger Heap)
Biggles Members for 2016...I guess the same as last year? - Dave Brawn, Steve Brewer, Neil Cliff, 
John Cooper, Andy Crisp, Mike Evatt, Roger Heap, Sam Heap, Brian Lavis, Chris Parry, James 
Steers, Noel Parry, Trevor Payne, Chris Strachan and Peter Tomlinson.
Thanks for all the contributions and especially to Andy Crisp for organising the Oxford Rally. He 
won F1H at the Midland Gala in great style, putting us all to shame on a difficult day.

I had a mixed year. I flew a couple of ply 'D' box F1H models. They seem very tough and the lower 
aspect version zooms really well, but, both stall badly when it rains! The Caprice claimed second in 
Classic on the last day of the Nats., making up for a rather silly mistake in the F1H fly-off. That's 
model flying!

New stuff for 2016 include a Classic 'Mad's Dream' made from Andy's plans (see the first page) and 
an A2 with a ply 'D' box wing that was nice to make, but is rather heavy! I have also made a circle 
tow fuselage for Sam to try with his existing (A2) wings and tailplane.

The Biggles League '15 - F1H - Chris Parry flew and scored in all nine rounds. (Only five count.) A 
determined effort with his 'Mini V' straight tow model. - F1J - was won by Pete Watson. On equal 
points with Simon Dixon before the Midland Gala, neither one turned up for the showdown! By 
virtue of the number of six point wins, Pete takes the trophy. Well done to all, I just wish F1J was 
more popular!

Final note - the way our hobby/sport is conducted may have to change in the near future, hopefully 
it won't spoil our fun!
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